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Emulation of Bursting Neurons in
Neuromorphic Hardware based on PhaseChange Materials Jul 31 2022 In the history of
computing hardware,Moore’s law, named after
Intel co-founder Gordon E. Moore, describes a
long-termtrend, whereby the number of
transistors that can be placed inexpensively on
an integrated circuit doubles approximately
every two years [1]. Because the number of
transistors is crucial for computing
performance, significant performance gains
could be achieved simply through
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) transistor downscaling.
AlthoughMoore’s law, which was mentioned for
the first time in 1965, turned out to persist for
almost five decades, the nano era poses
significant problems to the concept of
downscaling [2]. Upon approaching the size of
atoms, quantumeffects, such as quantum
tunneling, pose fundamental barriers to the
trend. Furthermore, the conventional
computing paradigm based on the VonNeumann architecture and binary logic
becomes increasingly inefficient considering
the growing complexity of todays computational
tasks. Hence, new computational paradigms
and alternative information processing
architectures must be explored to extend the
capabilities of future information technology
beyond digital logic. A fantastic example for
such an alternative information processing
architecture is the human brain. The brain
provides superior computational features such
as ultrahigh density of processing units, low
energy consumption per computational event,
ultrahigh parallelism in computational
execution, extremely flexible plasticity of
connections between processing units and
fault-tolerant computing provided by a huge
number of computational entities. Compared to
today’s programmable computers, biological
systems are six to nine orders of magnitude
more efficient in complex environments [3]. For
instance: simulating five seconds of brain
activity takes IBM’s state-of-the-art
supercomputer Blue Gene a hundred times as
long, i.e. 500 s, during which it consumes 1.4
MWof power, whereas the power dissipation in
the human central nervous system is of the
order of 10W[4, 5]. Thus, it is not only
extremely interesting but in terms of
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computational progress also highly desirable to
understand how information is processed in the
human brain. The conceptual idea developed
within the framework of this thesis tries to
contribute to this intention. In contrast to most
recent research dealing with the simulation and
emulation of specific connections between
nerve cells [5–12], the work of this thesis
focuses on investigating, on [...]
Ion Implantation Nov 10 2020 Ion
implantation presents a continuously evolving
technology. While the benefits of ion
implantation are well recognized for many
commercial endeavors, there have been recent
developments in this field. Improvements in
equipment, understanding of beam-solid
interactions, applications to new materials,
improved characterization techniques, and
more recent developments to use implantation
for nanostructure formation point to new
directions for ion implantation and are
presented in this book.
Ebook: Chemistry: The Molecular Nature of
Matter and Change Sep 20 2021 Ebook:
Chemistry: The Molecular Nature of Matter and
Change
Light Scattering Near Phase Transitions
Feb 23 2022 Since the development of the laser
in the early 1960's, light scattering has played
an increasingly crucial role in the investigation
of many types of phase transitions and the
published work in this field is now widely
dispersed in a large number of books and
journals. A comprehensive overview of
contemporary theoretical and experimental
research in this field is presented here. The
reviews are written by authors who have
actively contributed to the developments that
have taken place in both Eastern and Western
countries.
Nanoscience Jan 13 2021 Nanoscience stands
out for its interdisciplinarity. Barriers between
disciplines disappear and the fields tend to
converge at the very smallest scale, where
basic principles and tools are universal. Novel
properties are inherent to nanosized systems
due to quantum effects and a reduction in
dimensionality: nanoscience is likely to
continue to revolutionize many areas of human
activity, such as materials science,
nanoelectronics, information processing,
biotechnology and medicine. This textbook
spans all fields of nanoscience, covering its

basics and broad applications. After an
introduction to the physical and chemical
principles of nanoscience, coverage moves on
to the adjacent fields of microscopy,
nanoanalysis, synthesis, nanocrystals,
nanowires, nanolayers, carbon nanostructures,
bulk nanomaterials, nanomechanics,
nanophotonics, nanofluidics, nanomagnetism,
nanotechnology for computers, nanochemistry,
nanobiology, and nanomedicine. Consequently,
this broad yet unified coverage addresses
research in academia and industry across the
natural scientists. Didactically structured and
replete with hundreds of illustrations, the
textbook is aimed primarily at graduate and
advanced-undergraduate students of natural
sciences and medicine, and their lecturers.
New Kinds of Phase Transitions:
Transformation in Disordered Substances Jul 19
2021 Proceedings of the NATO Advanced
Research Workshop, held in Volga River,
Russia, 24-28 May 2001
Phase Change Nov 03 2022 Robertson's
earlier work, The New Renaissance projected
the likely future impact of computers in
changing our culture. Phase Change builds on
and deepens his assessment of the role of the
computer as a tool driving profound change by
examining the role of computers in changing
the face of the sciences and mathematics. He
shows that paradigm shifts in understanding in
science have generally been triggered by the
availability of new tools, allowing the
investigator a new way of seeing into questions
that had not earlier been amenable to scientific
probing.
The Physics of Phase Transitions Mar 15 2021
The Physics of Phase Transitions occupies an
important place at the crossroads of several
fields central to materials sciences. This second
edition incorporates new developments in the
states of matter physics, in particular in the
domain of nanomaterials and atomic BoseEinstein condensates where progress is
accelerating. New information and application
examples are included. This work deals with all
classes of phase transitions in fluids and solids,
containing chapters on evaporation, melting,
solidification, magnetic transitions, critical
phenomena, superconductivity, and more. Endof-chapter problems and complete answers are
included.
Secretary's Annual Report to Congress Dec 12
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2020
Phase Transition Dynamics Sep 01 2022 This
book is an introduction to a comprehensive and
unified dynamic transition theory for dissipative
systems and to applications of the theory to a
range of problems in the nonlinear sciences.
The main objectives of this book are to
introduce a general principle of dynamic
transitions for dissipative systems, to establish
a systematic dynamic transition theory, and to
explore the physical implications of applications
of the theory to a range of problems in the
nonlinear sciences. The basic philosophy of the
theory is to search for a complete set of
transition states, and the general principle
states that dynamic transitions of all dissipative
systems can be classified into three categories:
continuous, catastrophic and random. The
audience for this book includes advanced
graduate students and researchers in
mathematics and physics as well as in other
related fields.
Phase Transitions Nov 22 2021 Phase
transitions--changes between different states of
organization in a complex system--have long
helped to explain physics concepts, such as why
water freezes into a solid or boils to become a
gas. How might phase transitions shed light on
important problems in biological and ecological
complex systems? Exploring the origins and
implications of sudden changes in nature and
society, Phase Transitions examines different
dynamical behaviors in a broad range of
complex systems. Using a compelling set of
examples, from gene networks and ant colonies
to human language and the degradation of
diverse ecosystems, the book illustrates the
power of simple models to reveal how phase
transitions occur. Introductory chapters
provide the critical concepts and the simplest
mathematical techniques required to study
phase transitions. In a series of example-driven
chapters, Ricard Solé shows how such concepts
and techniques can be applied to the analysis
and prediction of complex system behavior,
including the origins of life, viral replication,
epidemics, language evolution, and the
emergence and breakdown of societies. Written
at an undergraduate mathematical level, this
book provides the essential theoretical tools
and foundations required to develop basic
models to explain collective phase transitions
for a wide variety of ecosystems.
Conceptual Developments of 20th Century
Field Theories Apr 03 2020 FTPB of very
successful, well reviewed book.
The Role of Degenerate States in Chemistry,
Volume 124 Oct 10 2020 Edited by Nobel Prizewinner Ilya Prigogine and renowned authority
Stuart A. Rice, the Advances in Chemical
Physics series provides a forum for critical,
authoritative evaluations in every area of the
discipline. In a format that encourages the
expression of individual points of view, experts
in the field present comprehensive analyses of
subjects of interest. This stand-alone, special
topics volume, edited by Gert D. Billing of the
University of Copenhagen and Michael Baer of
the Soreq Nuclear Research Center in Yavne,
Israel, reports recent advances on the role of
degenerate states in chemistry. Volume 124
collects innovative papers on "Complex States
of Simple Molecular Systems," "Electron
Nuclear Dynamics," "Conical Intersections and
the Spin-Orbit Interaction," and many more
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related topics. Advances in Chemical Physics
remains the premier venue for presentations of
new findings in its field.
Liquid-Phase Transition in Water Dec 24 2021
A profound secret of nature hidden in ice water
in a glass cup is revealed in this book. The
author teaches a simple method for
understanding the complex properties of water
through the concept of polyamorphism.
Polyamorphism is the existence of two kinds of
liquid water, leading to a discontinuous
transition between them. Currently, this twowater scenario is controversial in the scientific
community because definitive experimental
proof is difficult. However, a growing number
of researchers believe there is adequate
circumstantial evidence for the scenario. This
introductory book focuses experimental
thermodynamic data of liquid water,
supercooled water, and amorphous solid water
at various pressures and temperatures, and
demonstrates how the two-water scenario
initially evolved experimentally. The book
explains the importance of polyamorphism in
comprehending liquid water.
Conceptual Structure in Childhood and
Adolescence Mar 27 2022 ‘Heat breaks up
charcoal and puts sulphur dioxide in’; ‘The air
pulls faster on heavy masses.’ These and other
similar statements by school-aged children
untutored in physics carry two messages. First,
children’s pre-instructional conceptions of the
physical world are a far cry from the received
wisdom of science; second, despite their lack of
orthodoxy, children’s conceptions carry a
definite sense of causal mechanism. This sense
of mechanism is the focal concern of this book,
originally published in 1998, for it raises issues
of central importance to both psychological
theory and educational practice. In particular,
some psychologists have claimed that human
cognition is organised around causal
mechanisms along the lines of a theory. This
carries specific implications for teaching. Does
the existence in children’s thinking of causal
mechanisms relating to the physical world
support these psychologists? Does this have
consequences for the teaching of science?
Christine Howe reviews evidence relating to
pre-instructional conceptions in three broad
topic areas: heat and temperature; force and
motion; floating and sinking. A wide range of
published work is discussed, including the
author’s own research. In addition, a new study
covering all three topic areas is reported for the
first time. The message is that causal
mechanisms can indeed play an organising role,
that untutored cognition can in other words be
genuinely theoretical. However, this tendency
is highly domain-specific, occurring in some
topic areas but not in others. Having drawn
these conclusions, Christine Howe discusses
their meaning in terms of both cognitive
development and educational practice. A model
is outlined which synthesises Piagetian actiongroundedness with Vygotskyan culturalsymbolism and has a distinctive message for
classrooms. This title will be useful to cognitive
and developmental psychologists and to science
educators alike.
The Physics of Structural Phase Transitions Oct
02 2022 Intended for readers with some prior
knowledge of condensed-matter physics, this
text emphasises the basic physics behind
spontaneous structural changes in crystals.

Starting with the relevant thermodynamic
principles, the author discusses the nature of
order variables and their collective motion in a
crystal lattice. He also goes on to describe
experimental methods for modulated crystal
structures and gives examples of structural
changes in representative systems. Both a
graduate text and reference work.
The Logical Deduction of Chinese
Traditional Political Philosophy Jul 07 2020
This book presents a panoramic and extensive
exploration of Chinese political philosophy,
examining key political problems of the past,
and the thinkers who addressed them. As the
reader will discover, China’s traditional
political philosophy is one with distinctive
national characteristics and ideals. Therefore,
the book helps to clarify the evolution of
Chinese political thought, while also
investigating fundamental political issues
throughout the country’s history. The book
offers a unique resource for researchers and
graduate students in the fields of political
science, philosophy, and history, as well as
ordinary readers who are interested in China’s
traditional and political culture.
Glass Transition and Phase Transitions in
Food and Biological Materials May 17 2021
Glass and State Transitions in Food and
Biological Materials describes how glass
transition has been applied to food microstructure, food processing, product
development, storage studies, packaging
development and other areas. This book has
been structured so that readers can initially
grasp the basic principles and instrumentation,
before moving through the various applications.
In summary, the book will provide the “missing
link” between food science and material
science/polymer engineering. This will allow
food scientists to better understand the concept
and applications of thermal properties.
Phase Transitions and Crystal Symmetry Aug
20 2021 About half a century ago Landau
formulated the central principles of the phe
nomenological second-order phase transition
theory which is based on the idea of
spontaneous symmetry breaking at phase
transition. By means of this ap proach it has
been possible to treat phase transitions of
different nature in altogether distinct systems
from a unified viewpoint, to embrace the
aforemen tioned transitions by a unified body of
mathematics and to show that, in a certain
sense, physical systems in the vicinity of
second-order phase transitions exhibit universal
behavior. For several decades the Landau
method has been extensively used to an alyze
specific phase transitions in systems and has
been providing a basis for interpreting
experimental data on the behavior of physical
characteristics near the phase transition,
including the behavior of these characteristics
in systems subject to various external effects
such as pressure, electric and magnetic fields,
deformation, etc. The symmetry aspects of
Landau's theory are perhaps most effective in
analyzing phase transitions in crystals because
the relevant body of mathemat ics for this
symmetry, namely, the crystal space group
representation, has been worked out in great
detail. Since particular phase transitions in
crystals often call for a subtle symmetry
analysis, the Landau method has been
continually refined and developed over the past
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ten or fifteen years.
System Safety for the 21st Century Jan 01
2020 Summarizes the current state of "frontend" risk-control techniques Many approaches
to risk control are possible. However, only
through careful reading, evaluation, and study
can one make the best choice of a practical
philosophy for a system safety program. The
goal is to apply the best scientific and
engineering principles in the best way,
resulting in the soundest and safest possible
system. System Safety for the 21st Century
provides in-depth coverage of this specialized
discipline within the safety profession. Written
for both technical and nontechnical reference,
this clearly organized text serves as a resource
for both students and practitioners. It gives
basic and essential information about the
identification, evaluation, analysis, and control
of hazards in components, systems, subsystems,
processes, and facilities. Integrating the
changes to the field that have occurred since
publication of the first edition, this revised and
expanded resource offers: * Logical progression
from basics to techniques to applications * New
focus on process safety not found in other texts
* A new and unique section on professionalism
for system safety and other safety practitioners
* Presentation of both system safety scope and
essentials * Consistent chapter format for easy
learning includes an introduction and summary
for each chapter * Review questions reinforcing
important points * A combination of basis
requirements with practical experience *
Information on selected techniques to assess
hazards and provide management oversight *
An updated section on protecting against
external events in the light of the global
terrorist threat * Critiques of existing systems,
including those of the Department of Defense
and the * Department of Energy Relevant to
industry, academia, and government, System
Safety for the 21st Century is an essential
resource for anyone studying or implementing
proactive hazard identification and risk control
techniques and procedures.
High-Temperature Thermal Storage
Systems Using Phase Change Materials Jun
29 2022 High-Temperature Thermal Storage
Systems Using Phase Change Materials offers
an overview of several high-temperature phase
change material (PCM) thermal storage
systems concepts, developed by several wellknown global institutions with increasing
interest in high temperature PCM applications
such as solar cooling, waste heat and
concentrated solar power (CSP). The book is
uniquely arranged by concepts rather than
categories, and includes advanced topics such
as thermal storage material packaging,
arrangement of flow bed, analysis of flow and
heat transfer in the flow bed, energy storage
analysis, storage volume sizing and applications
in different temperature ranges. By comparing
the varying approaches and results of different
research centers and offering state-of-the-art
concepts, the authors share new and advanced
knowledge from researchers all over the world.
This reference will be useful for researchers
and academia interested in the concepts and
applications and different techniques involved
in high temperature PCM thermal storage
systems. Offers coverage of several high
temperature PCM thermal storage systems
concepts developed by several leading research
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institutions Provides new and advanced
knowledge from researchers all over the world
Includes a base of material properties
throughout
A Preliminary Screening of Thermal
Storage Concepts for Water/steam and
Organic Fluid Solar Thermal Receiver
Systems Apr 27 2022
Stanford R. Ovshinsky Sep 28 2019 This book
highlights the achievements of the self-taught
inventor, scientist, manufacturer and
entrepreneur, Stanford R Ovshinsky. This
remarkable individual could, without special
training, compete with the well-funded
establishments of learning and industry in the
second half of the last century and leave us an
incredible legacy of brilliant innovations with a
lasting impact on our lives. His achievements
extend over amazingly diverse fields and have
or are prone to create new industries of great
societal value.The phase change memories of
commonly used rewritable CDs and DVDs as
well as of new flash memories are his invention;
so are the Ni Metal hydride batteries which are
the enabling batteries for electric and
hybrid/electric vehicles. The future hydrogen
economy will utilize his efficient and safe
hydrogen storage alloys. He has developed light
and ultralight photovoltaic solar panels for
converting sunlight into electricity and built the
largest manufacturing facility for thin film
flexible solar roofing materials. A common
theme of his inventions is the synthesis of new
materials utilizing novel aspects of structural
and compositional disorder.The book explains
for each of Ovshinsky''s innovations the essence
of his pioneering ideas and inventions. These
introductions are followed by a selection of
Ovshinsky''s seminal publications and, for each
subject category, a list of his patents which
reveal the inventive mind of this unusually
creative person. Ovshinsky''s example of
gaining a deep understanding of the science
underlying his inventions, his perseverance as
well as his ability to attract and inspire talented
collaborators will be a role model for
entrepreneurs of this century.
Project Earth Science Oct 29 2019 Rev. ed.
of: Project earth science. Meteorology / by P.
Sean Smith and Brent A. Ford. c1994.
Modern Concepts in Nanotechnology Jun 17
2021 Contents: Broadcasting Journalism: An
Introduction, Major Aspects of Broadcasting,
Radio, Television, News Broadcasting, News
Style, The Basic of News, Broadcasting in India,
The Broadcasting Industry, Broadcast
Communications in India, The World of Spoken
Word, Useful Guidelines for News Writing,
Writing A News Story, The Structure of
Bulletins, Preparing A Bulletin, Types of
Bulletin, The Shape of Special Bulletins and
Hourly Bulletins, The Value of Headlines,
External Bulletin Services, The Concept of
Local News, The Art of Drafting, Newsreels and
Voiced Despatched, News Interaction, Mistakes
in Broadcasts and the Suggested Corrections,
The Sports News, How TV News Differs, News
Credibility.
Applied Mechanics Reviews Jan 31 2020
NASA technical note Jan 25 2022
Nonvolatile Memory Design May 05 2020 The
manufacture of flash memory, which is the
dominant nonvolatile memory technology, is
facing severe technical barriers. So much so,
that some emerging technologies have been

proposed as alternatives to flash memory in the
nano-regime. Nonvolatile Memory Design:
Magnetic, Resistive, and Phase Changing
introduces three promising candidates: phasechange memory, magnetic random access
memory, and resistive random access memory.
The text illustrates the fundamental storage
mechanism of these technologies and examines
their differences from flash memory
techniques. Based on the latest advances, the
authors discuss key design methodologies as
well as the various functions and capabilities of
the three nonvolatile memory technologies.
Phase Transitions in Polymers: The Role of
Metastable States Aug 08 2020 A classical
metastable state possesses a local free energy
minimum at infinite sizes, but not a global one.
This concept is phase size independent. We
have studied a number of experimental results
and proposed a new concept that there exists a
wide range of metastable states in polymers on
different length scales where their
metastability is critically determined by the
phase size and dimensionality. Metastable
states are also observed in phase
transformations that are kinetically impeded on
the pathway to thermodynamic equilibrium.
This was illustrated in structural and
morphological investigations of crystallization
and mesophase transitions, liquid-liquid phase
separation, vitrification and gel formation, as
well as combinations of these transformation
processes. The phase behaviours in polymers
are thus dominated by interlinks of metastable
states on different length scales. This concept
successfully explains many experimental
observations and provides a new way to
connect different aspects of polymer physics. *
Written by a leading scholar and industry
expert * Presents new and cutting edge
material encouraging innovation and future
research * Connects hot topics and leading
research in one concise volume
Coherent Anomaly Method Mar 03 2020 This
book presents a systematic and coherent
approach to phase transitions and critical
phenomena, namely the coherent-anomaly
method (CAM theory) based on cluster meanfield approximations. The first part gives a brief
review of the CAM theory and the second part a
collection of reprints covering the CAM basic
calculations, the Blume–Emery–Griffiths model,
the extended Baxter model, the quantum
Heisenberg model, zero-temperature phase
transitions, the KT-transition, spin glasses, the
self-avoiding walk, contact processes,
branching processes, the gas–liquid transition
and even non-equilibrium phase transitions.
Contents:Introduction to Phase
TransitionsBasic Scheme of the CAM
TheoryExtensions of Mean-Field
ApproximationsNon-Universal Critical
PhenomenaSpin GlassesCAM in Quantum Spin
SystemsPercolation, SAW and DLAStochastic
Processes Readership: Graduate students in
materials science, mathematical physics,
statistical mechanics and statistical physics.
keywords:Critical Phenomena;Phase
Transition;Critical Point;Critical
Exponent;Magnetic Phase Transition;Ising
Model;Heisenberg Model;Mean-Field
Theory;Cluster Mean-Field
Approximation;Coherent Anomaly;Systematic
Approach;Fluctuation;Critical
Dynamics;Cluster-Variational Methods;Critical
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Slowing Down;Envelope Theory;Weiss
Approximation;Bethe Approximation;Kinetic
Ising Model;Potts Model;Epidemic
Model;Power Series
CAM;CAM;SAW;LipouskiâSuzuki
Method;SuzukiâTrotter Decomposition;Series
Expansion;Weak Universality;Spin Glass;SixVertex Model;Super-Effective-Field Theory;XY
Model “The student can learn a great deal not
only from the 90-page review by Suzuki himself,
but also by studying the original reprinted
sources.” Journal of Statistical Physics
Understanding Quantum Phase Transitions
Apr 15 2021 Quantum phase transitions (QPTs)
offer wonderful examples of the radical
macroscopic effects inherent in quantum
physics: phase changes between different forms
of matter driven by quantum rather than
thermal fluctuations, typically at very low
temperatures. QPTs provide new insight into
outstanding problems such as high-temperature
superconductivit
Photoinduced Phase Transitions Nov 30
2019 A new class of insulating solids was
recently discovered. When irradiated by a few
visible photons, these solids give rise to a
macroscopic excited domain that has new
structural and electronic orders quite different
from the starting ground state. This occurrence
is called ?photoinduced phase transition?, and
this multi-authored book reviews recent
theoretical and experimental studies of this
new phenomenon.Why and how do
photoexcited few electrons finally result in an
excited domain with a macroscopic size? How is
the resultant photoinduced phase different
from the ordinary thermal-induced phase? This
review volume answers those essential
questions.This book has been selected for
coverage in: ? CC / Physical, Chemical & Earth
Sciences? Index to Scientific Book Contents?
(ISBC)
Review Jun 25 2019
Phase Transitions of Simple Systems Jul 27
2019 This monograph develops a unified
microscopic basis for phases and phase
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changes of bulk matter and small systems,
based on classical physics. It describes the
thermodynamics of ensembles of particles and
explains phase transition in gaseous and liquid
systems. The origins are derived from simple
but physically relevant models of how
transitions occur between rigid and fluid states,
of how phase equilibria arise, and how they
differ for small and large systems.
The Science and Technology of an American
Genius Aug 27 2019
Investigation of Phase-change Coatings for
Variable Thermal Control of Spacecraft Oct
22 2021
Elements of Phase Transitions and Critical
Phenomena Feb 11 2021 As an introductory
account of the theory of phase transitions and
critical phenomena, this book reflects lectures
given by the authors to graduate students at
their departments and is thus classroom-tested
to help beginners enter the field. Most parts
are written as self-contained units and every
new concept or calculation is explained in detail
without assuming prior knowledge of the
subject. The book significantly enhances and
revises a Japanese version which is a bestseller
in the Japanese market and is considered a
standard textbook in the field. It contains new
pedagogical presentations of field theory
methods, including a chapter on conformal field
theory, and various modern developments hard
to find in a single textbook on phase transitions.
Exercises are presented as the topics develop,
with solutions found at the end of the book,
making the text useful for self-teaching, as well
as for classroom learning.
Materials for Information Technology Sep 08
2020 This book provides an up to date survey of
the state of the art of research into the
materials used in information technology, and
will be bought by researchers in universities,
institutions as well as research workers in the
semiconductor and IT industries.
International Handbook of Research on
Conceptual Change Jun 05 2020 The study of
conceptual change traces its heritage to the
notions of paradigm (networks of shared
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beliefs, concepts, practices) and paradigm shift
made famous by Thomas Kuhn in his book, The
Structure of Scientific Revolutions. Kuhn’s
work was quickly linked to developmental
psychology (how knowledge develops) and to
science education (teaching big, new ideas).
This book is the first comprehensive review of
the conceptual change movement and of the
impressive research it has spawned on how
knowledge develops and can be taught in
different content areas. Because of its
interdisciplinary focus chapter authors were
instructed to write in a manner comprehensible
to researchers and students from different
fields. The International Handbook of Research
on Conceptual Change consists of twenty-seven
chapters that clarify the nature of conceptual
change research, describes its most important
findings and demonstrates their importance for
education. It is organized into six sections that
include detailed discussions of key theoretical
and methodological issues, the roots of
conceptual change research in the philosophy
and history of science, mechanisms of
conceptual change, and learner characteristics.
It also contains chapters that describe
conceptual change research in the content
areas such as physics, astronomy, biology,
medicine and health, and history. A particular
focus is given to students’ difficulties in
learning more advanced and counter-intuitive
concepts.
Phase Change Materials May 29 2022 "Phase
Change Materials: Science and Applications"
provides a unique introduction of this rapidly
developing field. Clearly written and wellstructured, this volume describes the material
science of these fascinating materials from a
theoretical and experimental perspective.
Readers will find an in-depth description of
their existing and potential applications in
optical and solid state storage devices as well
as reconfigurable logic applications.
Researchers, graduate students and scientists
with an interest in this field will find "Phase
Change Materials" to be a valuable reference.
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